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 Did you ever question, why somebody looked so good and others didn't? It tells of a simplified system that
everyone can easily use to pick out colours to enhance their very own coloring. On the cover you find six
ladies, each within their dominant color characteristic: SOFT, CLEAR, LIGHT, DEEP, WARM, COOL.
When you understand your dominant color characteristic, you are well on the way to choose your very best
colors from all of the shops for your clothes, make-up, furniture, car, house animals and anything that has
color. Harmony may be the key.Color YOUR DAILY LIFE is a publication that will make you understand
your own shades and how to utilize them to appearance great and spend less. Did you ever buy clothes but
never wore them? That is a book for everybody who is thinking about the magic of colors and would like to
know what they can do for you personally: women, men and kids alike. We are all in the same boat in this
respect. However, it is extremely easy to appear your best when you know some simple basics. Do you ever
struggle trying to pick out pieces from the latest trend? Not forgetting our household pets and the
surroundings we live in.
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Five stars out of Five! As a "true believer" of colour theory myself, I came across this book impressive in its
depth of understanding. It's created in an exceedingly conversational down-to-earth style, has colour photos
along with coloured diagrams to show you ways to look your best in complementing your very own natural
colouring, so YOU find yourself wearing the colours, the colours don't wear you. It's based on a colour
program that's been around for years, but this book is an update or improvement to that system. If you are
trying to create your wardrobe do the job, want in order to avoid making expensive style faux pas, or just
simply looking to take full advantage of your appearance, this reserve is certainly for you! Helpful for both
men and women This is a very “colorful” book – plenty of beautiful photos and drawings to greatly help
equip the reader in figuring out what color type you are, as well as assisting you to discover your own
private color pallet. This reserve can be handy to men and women, professional and casual dressers alike.
This is an excellent book for everybody who would like to have control over their wardrobe. The big take
away can be that upon learning the machine, I can now head into any shop (or my own closet), and feel
confident that I could always choose clothes that will help me to look my best. Color my closet happy! My
aha minute in this book was included with the photos and descriptions of the CLEAR color type. Must read
publication for make-up artists, hairdressers and stylists who work with colors daily!!! The writer goes a
great job both describing the types and offering pictures for you to figure out what type you are and which
colors are best for your type. And, this is coming at a perfect time in my entire life as I've began a new job
and now I'm going to be able to dress for achievement! I came across so much useful information regarding
the colors that were best for me. Great Information I couldn't wait around to start out reading this book!
Looking your very best just by using the shades that flatter you most I really like the illustrations, make-
overs and photos. Super Helpful!The author is actually an authority in her field and she generously imparts
her experience in this handy and helpful book. Fashionista at an acceptable cost. This book contains
everything I have to know about my own color pallet. When given the choice why not choose to buy and put
on clothes in the colors that look best. I am happy I can refer to the valuable information in this book
frequently!This book is a visual tour into looking your very best just by using the colors that flatter you most
- who knew that you did not have to spend a fortune to look a million bucks! Lydecken provides the reader
with photos that improve the information.! Sooo informative!!!!!! Suggest it.! In case you are somebody like
me who during the past has picked up clothes in whatever color that you happen to like right now (and then
question why you have a closet of stuff you hardly ever wear), you will discover this book useful for
narrowing down your selections to colors that actually look good on you.! I love this book, we am one of the
people who didn’t know very well what all the colours meant, what my color was and how exactly to use
it!!! I came across it a straightforward and fun read! This knowledge can help me save money while
shopping later on, especially when building might work closet.! Comparing your color arranged to your
close friends' or family members' colors will help you buy presents or style a setting with particular people
in mind. I had never heard coloring described this way including exactly which colors look best for my type.
The machine is easy to understand and is usually adaptable to different people with different lifestyles. This
book is written in an engaging and relatable style that lets the author's expertise shine through. They will
make a huge gain assisting people to choose the right colours for them. And last but not least, all public
loudspeakers and enterpreuners will definitely have an easy success key after reading this book. I learned a
lot! But it is crucial read book for makeup artists, hairdressers and stylists who use colors daily. I enjoyed
her use of images, good examples and stories throughout as I learned more in what finding my own colour
palette often means for me. It's the kind of publication I can imagine referring to once again when reviewing
my wardrobe or on my next shopping trip. Loved it! Recommend it. I am glad I can make reference to the
valuable information in this reserve often! Loved it! Definitely a great read! If you want to be always ideal,
and well dressed, then this publication is for you! Did you ever notice that some color reveal your beauty a
lot more than others? Have got a fashionista at? a reasonable cost.
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